
Offering more

SerieS 3000



SAFE
Prevent any burn risks and work in complete 
safety. With its unique, patented cold nozzle 
system, the gun remains cool during use.

+

Non-stop rotation of the nozzle 
possible with bare hands

Easy to attach 
on RIPACK® gas 
cylinder trolleys

By covering an even larger surface 
area, shrinking operations are 

much faster and more consistent.

PRACTICAL
Large, solid hanger ring.

FAST
Save 15% of your 
time thanks to its 
increased power.

+ +

The peripheral 
suction holes allow 
for a constant 
air flow under 
any conditions.

SECURIPACK
In the event of hose damage or low gas supply, 
two safety mechanisms in the regulator cut the 
gas flow and guarantee the nozzle remains cold.

COMFORTABLE
Dual-material ergonomic handle 
for improved control. The rotating 
connection eases hose self-
alignment during gun movement.

ROBUST

Its body is made from die-cast aluminium 
and its nozzle is made from stainless 
steel to insure meeting the conditions of a 
reliable and long-lasting product.+

+
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+

ERGONOMIC
The pivoting arm rest provides increased 
comfort during use with an extension wand 
and folds away after use for storage.

+

Fully rotatable nozzle

PRODUCTIVE
Say goodbye to production downtime. A reserve 
igniter is stored in the trigger guard casing and 
its tool-free changeover can be carried out in less 
than a minute.

MODULAR

With a range of easily 
interchangeable extensions the 
RIPACK® SERIES 3000 can be 
extended to 2 metres (6.8 feet), 
so is suitable to all applications 
from pallet wrapping to 
buildings containment.

SMART

The trigger opening 
enables you to quickly 
change the igniter. An 
Allen key is provided 

for removing the 
trigger if required.

SMART

RIPACK® SERIES 3000 is delivered in 
a footstool carrying case capable of 
supporting the weight of an operator 
max. 120 kg (265 lbs). This eases the 
storage and transport of common 
accessories.

+
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